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with success, have decided me in giving at least two years
more to it, in the belief that after that time it will proceed
well, into whatever hands it may pass.'* In spite of the most
rigid economy the financial position did not improve. He
told the manager of the Institution that "we were living at
the parings of our own skin." In 1832 the financial
position became acute and a committee of investigation
reported that "The Committee are certainly of opinion
that no reduction can be made in Mr. Faraday's salary—
£100 per annum, house, coals, and candles; and beg to
express their regret that the circumstances of the Institution
are not such as to justify their proposing such an increase
of it as the variety of duties which Mr. Faraday has to
perform, and the zeal and ability with which he performs
them, appear to merit."
Faraday was then forty-one. In the previous year he
had made his most famous discovery. He had already
received some of the highest honours bestowed by inter-
national learning. Yet his contribution to civilization, his
wonderful lecturing, and his economical management were
insufficient to attract adequate funds for the conduct of the
Institution. Two reflections are suggested by this remark-
able circumstance. First, the vulgarity of nineteenth-
century culture; and second, Faraday's inability to practise
suitable methods of obtaining financial support. The
limitations of his personality prevented him from exploiting
the social environment of his period. His command of
social environment was inferior to Davy's. Faraday avoided
corruption by a commercial society, but by retreat and
not by conquest. The events of his life have usually
been considered very odd and an illustration of his
goodness. They can be interpreted equally well as an
illustration of the badness of society. Why was the greatest
of experimental scientists allowed to receive, after full
achievement and fame, "j£ioo per annum, house, coals,
and candles"? He increased his income by a variety of
extra work, but that was his official salary. Further, why
had he a narrow creed and unsocial habits, which prevented
him from being a fully cultured man and prevented him

